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Last week I was in Austria
attending a conference on Travel
Medicine. This was a large event
with approximately 2000 delegates.
I had been invited to speak and as
my allotted time approached I
rapidly began to wish I was there
teaching card making or anything
but my chosen subject matter –
Communication and Counselling
Tools and Techniques. However,
the session went well and I thor-
oughly enjoyed the week. Austria
was very hot with temperatures
above 30°centigrade. The country-
side was lush and beautiful, with
snow remaining on the mountain
tops – it looked very picturesque.
There are good and bad things
about going away. The bad was
that the washing basket was full 
to overflowing on my return,
although my husband had coped
admirably looking after the chil-
dren in my absence!

By the time you read this, the
General Election will be over, but 
I have to say that the best part of
being away was missing all the
political broadcasting on the radio,
television and in the newspapers.
Some of the ideas and technology
used to create posters etc. for the
different party campaigns are very
clever though and I continue to

marvel at the talent that is being
tapped into. This would also be
true of our readership at Craft
Creations. Just when you think 
that ideas for different cards must
be nearing saturation point, more
clever designs evolve.

Paper mediums continue to
have great versatility as Safari
Sunset, Purple Emporer, Foiled
Again and Musical Moments show.
Our stickers are tremendously
popular and Paint and Paper
demonstrates some lovely ideas 
for using them! Parchment Frame
uses flower stickers and parchment
with a stunning three dimensional
effect – good enough for any pho-
tograph. I mentioned technology,
well, Flower Power uses these
skills to great effect. Connie
Salmons cleverly scanned in natu-
ral flowers and found cross stitch
gave an especially good effect.
Read her article to see why and
how she also uses acetate! From
now on, cross stitch will have dual
benefits and we have a good selec-
tion of new designs within this
magazine to try. Fuschias, Poppies,
Mini Motifs and Beaded Clowns
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are all delightful patterns which
look stunning when mounted. I
was fascinated to read that stump-
work was practised in England
over 300 years ago - see Stump-
work Mouse. This design makes
use of some scraps of wool as does
Wound Wool Cards which again 
is a simple but very effective idea.
Our designer profile this month 
is Dee Boyes who has used her
pressed flower skills to create what
sounds like a very successful 
business and I can well see why!
Her delicate card designs are quite
beautiful.

The type of weather we will
have this summer is anyone’s
guess – it has been very mixed 
so far, but Summer Sails and 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5… remind me of the
atmosphere of many a holiday
spent in fishing ports of Devon 
and Cornwall – lets hope it will 
be a good one!

Best wishes,

Jane Chiodini.



DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  894      Dark Pink              26             0609
B   -  776      Pink                        24             0606
C  -  819      Pale Pink             271             0608
D  -  3345    Dark Green         229             1406
E   -  3347    Green                   227             1408
     -  894      Dk Pink Outline   26             0609
     -  3345    Dk Grn Outline  229             1406
     -  3347    Green Outline    227             1408

Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits an AP09U card.

Stitch Count: width 31 x depth 38.
This card has been stitched using DMC

thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads may
give a slightly different, although equally 
pleasing, finished result.
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By Joanne Sanderson



3D Découpage
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By Celia Biscoe
We are sure you will love

these four great sports pictures
designed for us by Celia Biscoe
especially for 3D découpage.

Each design is available in
two sizes, the larger size is used
throughout this article. The
smaller size can be produced
following these instructions 
but using 3D découpage sheets
DC157 to DC160 and AP78U 
or AP78G cards.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and a
Cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or 
Silicone adhesive. 
3D découpage paper: 
DC153 to DC156.
Card mount: 
AP48U or AP48G.

To Make The Cards:
You can use either silicone

adhesive or sticky fixers to 
separate the layers. Silicone 
is particularly useful if you
want to vary the depth of the
layers. Sticky fixers are too 
large as they come and should
be cut into about eight pieces 
or smaller where necessary.

When the instructions call
for glueing, place the sticky
fixer as far as possible from 
the area to be glued.

Mount one full print into 
the card and glue the card
closed. For the other three 
layers, follow the cutting and
glueing instructions given for
each design.

White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and red lines
show glue. Cut out parts
shown and sticky fix into
place.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix ball, head and body into
place and glue shoulder
where shown. Sticky fix
shin pad into place and
glue top where shown.

Cut out the parts shown.
Fold the peak of cap and
sticky fix into place. Sticky
fix arm and shin pad into
place.
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White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and red lines
show glue. Cut out whole
footballer as shown. Fold
the back arm at the sleeve.
Dab a little glue on the fold
and sticky fix the whole
thing into place.

Cut out the parts shown.
Cut between shirt and
shorts and cut the centre of
shorts as shown. Sticky fix
head, ball and leg into
place. Glue foot and shorts
where shown. Do not use
the shirt and arm just yet.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix ball into place. Sticky fix
shorts into place glueing
where shown. Add the shirt
saved from last layer cutting
sleeve where shown (last
picture) and glueing under
arm, collar and side as
shown (last picture). Glue
the collar with no sticky
fixer at the back as shown.
Sticky fix sleeve into place.

White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and red lines
show glue. Cut out parts
shown and sticky fix into
place.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix shoe and ball into place.
Cut between shirt and
shorts. Sticky fix shorts into
place and glue where
shown. Work the shorts of
the next layer before fixing
upper body into place.

Cut out all parts shown.
Sticky fix shoe and shorts
into place glueing shorts at
top where shown. Sticky fix
body from previous layer
into place then sticky fix the
sleeve into place.

White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and blue lines
show glue. Cut out whole
of golfer as shown and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between jumper and
trousers. Sticky fix legs into
place and glue along top as
shown. Sticky fix jumper
and head into place leaving
about 10mm at jumper 
bottom ‘pad free’.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix toes and arm into place
glueing arm at shoulder
and cuff. Run a thin line of
glue on the back of trouser
top where shown. Sticky 
fix into place slipping the
top under the jumper of 
last layer.



Stumpwork Mouse
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By Jane Page
Stumpwork is the term used for raised

embroidery and was first practised in England
between 1650 and 1700. The finished designs 
give a lovely, almost 3D effect.

Materials Required:
12cm Square of fine polycotton.
Dark Green sateen: 9cm x 13cm.
3 Small Black beads.
Embroidery hoop.
Cotton thread: Black and Cream.
Small amount of 2ply crewel embroidery wool:
Dark Brown and Mid Brown.
Scrap of 3.5cm wide Cream lace.
Scraps of coloured lace or wide ribbon: 
width approx. 3cm.
Ready made embroidered motif (for mouse 
to hold), approx. 1 x 1.5cm.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP07U Parchment Cream.

To Make The Card:
Place the polycotton over the diagram of the

mouse and trace the lines onto the fabric marking the position of the 
eyes and nose.

Place the fabric into the embroidery
hoop. Stitch the eyes and nose beads into
place using black cotton. Working round
the eyes and nose embroider the head 
in straight stitch using mid brown for 
the centre and dark brown for the outer 
edges as shown by the shading.

Using mid brown build up
layers of stitches over the centre
of the face to add depth and
bring the snout forward. Add
stitches radiating from the nose
to the eyes over the first layer of
stitches (diag. 1). Add stitches
over the previous layers of stitch-
es from the nose to the eyes and
from the ears to the eyes (diag. 2).

Actual Size
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Cut a narrow piece of lace for the
sleeve, fold the edges under and stitch
into place.

Embroider the
paws in mid brown
working in the direc-
tion shown. 

Cut a 6.5cm length
of 3.5cm wide cream
lace for the under-
skirt. Fold the side
edges over and hem
to prevent fraying.

Thread a needle
with cream cotton
and stitch a line of
running stitch along
the top edge of the
lace. Pull the thread
to gather the under-
skirt so it fits the
drawn outline before
knotting the cotton.
Lay the underskirt
onto the mouse and
stitch into place along
the top edge. Don’t
worry about partially
covering the paws at
this stage as they will
be stitched over again
later.

Cut a 6.5cm length
from the 3cm wide
patterned lace or rib-
bon for the skirt. Hem
the sides and work a
line of running stitch
to gather it in the
same way as for the
underskirt. Stitch the
skirt onto the mouse
and stitch down both
sides going through
the underskirt layer
as well, leave the
lower edge loose.

Cut a 5cm length
of 3cm cream lace for
the bodice and hem
the sides. Place the
lace onto the mouse
and stitch it onto the
fabric. As you work
pull the lace down
tucking it below the
chin.

Re-stitch over the paws in the direc-
tion shown using mid brown wool and
satin stitch. Stitch the motif onto the
mouse just in front of the paws.

Remove from the hoop and trim the
fabric to make it 1cm larger than the
mouse all round. Snip into the fabric to
within 1mm of the mouse as shown.

Place the sateen into the embroidery
hoop. Folding the snipped cotton fabric
behind the mouse, place it centrally onto
the sateen. Stitch the mouse onto the
sateen using tiny stitches all round 
the edge. Remove the design from the
embroidery hoop.

Place the design behind the aperture
lining it up so it fits neatly and mount
into the card in the usual way.



Musical Moments
By Adela Davis

Materials Required:
Paper: Blue 50mm x 75mm and
Yellow 60mm x 85mm.
Musical note sequins: SEQ40.
Fine embroidery needle with 
a sharp point.
Tracing paper and pencil.
20cm Length of fine Gold cord.
Sewing machine and Gold
thread.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount DEC4U Lavender.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the diagram below and trace the treble clef and
guide corner marks. You can trace the wavy 
lines (staves) to use as a guide for stitching or
stitch them freehand. 

Glue the oblong of blue paper centrally onto
the piece of yellow paper. Place the tracing face
down onto this lining up the top left edge with
the guide marks and retrace over the treble clef
and staves to transfer them.

The staves are stitched onto the card using
standard straight stitches on the sewing machine.
Place the card into the machine so that the first
stitch will be on the yellow border and the sec-
ond on the blue paper. Lower the pressure foot

and feed the paper through pushing it gently
from side to side whilst stitching to make a wavy
line. Repeat four more times to make the five
staves. Take the threads through to the back, tie
them and trim to approximately 5mm. 

Using the embroidery needle make a hole
through both pieces of paper at each end of the
pencilled treble clef. Enlarge the holes so they 
are just large enough for the gold cord to fit
through easily.
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Push one end of the cord through the hole
marked start until it is just showing on the
reverse. Put a dab of UHU on the end of the 
cord at the back of the paper to keep it in place
and allow to dry. 
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The shape of the treble clef is made by couch-
ing the gold cord onto the paper using gold
thread. Bring the needle up on the pencilled line
near the start of the cord, take the needle over
the cord and back through the paper on the pen-
cilled line again a few millimetres further along.

Bring the needle back up on the line a few
millimetres further along, take the needle over
the cord and back down on the line. Continue
until you reach the beginning of the last curl to
be worked, feed the cord through the end hole
and finish couching the curve. Snip the end of
the cord and glue to fasten as before.

Each note is held in place with a single stitch
across the centre in gold thread. Lay the sequin
note onto the stave, fasten on at the back and
work one stitch across the sequin keeping the
stitch in line with the stave so it does not show.

Fasten the remaining four sequins onto the
staves as desired following this method. The
angle of the sequins can be changed by simply
twisting them slightly after they are stitched.

As these
examples
show, there
are lots of
ways to
vary the
design. To
the left is a
more flow-
ing, dynam-
ic design 
in similar
colours to
the main
card. The
two designs
below show
how vary-
ing the
colours or
background
style can
make a very
different
style of card.



Paint & Paper
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By Sheelagh Tomsett
Peel off stickers are very versatile and will

adhere to almost any surface. They can be com-
bined with glass paint on acetate to great effect
as you may well have seen before. I love to 
combine these two materials and back them 
with mulberry paper which adds colour and
detail to the background.

Some of the areas are too small to be painted
with a brush, for these I use cocktail sticks. With
so many designs to choose from the fun is in
deciding which to use.

Materials Required:
Glass paints in a selection of colours.
Peel off sticker sheets.
Mulberry paper, various colours: 8cm x 10cm.
Acetate 8cm x 10cm: PET01.
Brush No. 2 or 3.
Double sided tape.
Craft knife or scalpel. 
Cocktail sticks.
A sheet of plain White paper.
Cotton buds and tissues.
Card mount: AP12U Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Place the white paper on the work surface

and lay the opened out card face down onto it.
Place the acetate over the aperture and hold it
temporarily with a little masking tape. 

Turn the card over and lay it face up so the
white paper shows behind the acetate, this will
ensure you have a plain area to work onto. 

Place the stickers onto the acetate as desired.
It can be difficult to place stickers accurately
especially small or long, thin stickers as your 
fingers tend to get in the way, there is a way of
making this much easier. Peel off the sticker and
put the point of a craft knife just under one edge
so it sticks and is balanced near the tip of the
blade. Hold the knife so that the blade is over the
acetate, move it around until you are happy with

the position then simply lower the knife so that
the sticker touches the surface. Press the sticker
onto the acetate sliding the tip of the blade out
from underneath it. Place any remaining stickers
needed to complete the design and carefully
remove the acetate from the card mount.
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Apply paint within the
design using a brush for
larger areas and a cocktail
stick for tiny areas. Drop the
paint into the centre of the
area then brush it to the
inside edge of the outline.
Use enough paint to cover
the area but not so much
that it flows over the outline.
Keep some cotton buds
handy to wipe up any drips
or splashes you may get onto the background.

If you need to mix any colours, a small piece
of cling film over a lid or saucer will make a
handy disposable palette.

I love using butterfly stickers and often put
them onto the card or acetate in such a way 
that only one wing is stuck leaving the other 
free, it can then be folded upward to give a 
lovely 3D effect.

Take a sheet of butterfly stickers, if it is a
mixed sheet choose two butterflies the same as
each other. Peel one butterfly from the sheet 

and place it sticky side up onto the work surface,
it can be tricky to put down, if so try one of the
following methods instead. Decide which wing
you would like to have folding upward and
make sure the other wing is the one you either
place on the knife or stick onto the sheet as
described below. 

Peel the butterfly from the sheet and put the
point of the craft knife just under one edge so 
it sticks and is balanced on the blade turn the 
knife over and put it down leaving the sticker
attached. 

An even better method is to use the backing
paper from a used sticker sheet. First peel off 
any odd bits of sticker left behind on the surface
then stick the complete butterfly onto the shiny
side so that one wing is overhanging the edge.
Place this face down (sticky side up) onto the
work surface. 
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Using a sharp knife
cut the second butterfly
between the wing and
body so the wing can 
be peeled off on it’s
own. This should be 
the opposite wing to
the one you chose to 
be folded on the first
butterfly. 

Peel off the wing
and place it sticky side
down onto the back 
of the wing on the first
butterfly. This is where
the backing sheet
method will prove most
useful as it will give
you something to hold

onto enabling you to have a lot
more control over the alignment
of the wings.

You will now have a butter-
fly with just one sticky half to
position on either the card or
acetate. Always place it on 
the card with the sticky wing
uppermost (at a slight angle
usually looks best) or it will 
be upside down when the 
wing is folded. You won’t be
able to paint the butterfly as 
the folded wing has no acetate
to paint onto.

You can use the same method to
make a butterfly where both wings lift
up from the card to create a 3D effect.
Follow the instructions above and, using
the remaining half of the butterfly still
on the sheet, cut the second wing away
from the body. Place the cut wing over
the second butterfly wing leaving just a
sticky body. Place the butterfly onto the
card and lift the wings.

Mount the design into the card
using double sided tape. Mount the
mulberry paper behind the acetate
using tape outside the aperture area
only or it will show through. 

Add any greeting or picture
stickers to the front of the mount,
these can be left plain or painted if
they have suitable open areas. If you
paint them, solvent based paints 
will usually sink in and may show
through the back of the card, the
flap will fold over to hide this.
Water based paints usually sit on 
the surface, you can also use fine felt
tipped pens with good results. Place
strips of double sided tape onto the
centre flap, peel off the backing and
fold over the back flap to finish.



Playful Penguin
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By Anita Light
This playful penguin can be removed from

the card after the birthday is over and kept to 
use as a fridge magnet.

Materials Required:
Foam sheets: Black, White and Orange.
White corrugated paper.
Small magnet x 2.
Rubber stamp or peel off greeting.
Tracing paper and Blue carbon paper.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Cut a roughly shaped snowy background

from white corrugated card. Glue one magnet
onto the front of the card mount and glue the
background on over this. Rubber stamp the
greeting or use a peel off sticker.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram 
and trace all the pieces. Choosing the various

colours as appropriate, place the tracing over the
foam, slip the carbon paper between them, and
retrace over the lines thus transferring them to
the foam. Cut out all of the pieces.

Glue the tummy onto the body. Glue the beak
and whites of the eyes onto the head and add the

black dots. Turn
the penguin over
and glue the feet
onto the edge of
the body leaving
them sticking out
so they will show
on the front.

Finally glue a
magnet onto the
centre back and
place the comp-
leted penguin
onto the card.

Actual Size



Foiled Again
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By Marianne Nash

Materials Required:
Foil sheet: Copper or Turquoise.
Tracing paper.
Masking tape.
Marker pen.
Soft cloth (a clean duster perhaps).
Clay modeller ’s tools: Wooden knife and a 
metal pointed tool (this could be a spent biro 
or a metal knitting needle instead).
Smooth hard work surface.
Double sided tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Selection of single fold card mounts.

To Make The Cards:
These are general instructions for making this

type of card so you can make any of the designs
shown in the colour of your choice.

Choose a design and trace it from the dia-
gram. Take a sheet of foil and using the marker
pen, mark one side of the sheet as the ‘wrong
side’. This will save some confusion later.

Work on a smooth hard surface such as 
formica, hardboard or glass, don’t use a wooden

surface. Spread
the soft cloth onto
the work surface
and place the foil
onto this with the
wrong side facing
upward.

Position the traced design onto the foil and
hold in place using a little masking tape. Using
the metal pointed tool retrace over the design
pressing firmly to make an imprint in the foil.

Remove the design and go over the impres-
sion again on the foil, pressing firmly to make
the shape more prominent.

Turn the foil over to work on the right side
and place it directly onto the hard surface. Using

the pointed tool work round the
outer edge of the raised design 
to flatten the slight curve which
will have been made by pressing
the design out. This will have the
effect of making the design seem
more raised.

Turn the design over so the
wrong side is upwards and place
the work onto the cloth again. 
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Emboss areas within
the outlines using the
wooden knife. Rub 
and press gently to
emboss slightly, for
deeper areas rub and
press more firmly, the
more you press, the
more the design will 
be raised. Take care 
not to push so hard 
you pierce the foil.

Turn the work over
to work on the right
side, remove the cloth
again and work onto 
a hard surface. Using
the pointed tool work
around the edge of the
design once more, re-
defining the outlines.

You can cut the design out using ordinary
scissors if you don’t want a foil background, cut
close to the raised design. You can leave as much
background as you like and make a pattern onto
it or leave it plain, use deckled scissors for this.

To make a pattern on the background, place
the foil onto the soft cloth and using the pointed
tool, mark the surface randomly with shapes 
or squiggles.

Using double sided tape, mount the foil
design straight onto the card of your choice 
or with mulberry or hand made paper to back
it and a peel off greeting if desired.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Safari Sunset
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By Sue Dix

Materials Required:
Mulberry paper: Deep
Red, White, Peach and
Yellow.
Black paper: 9cm x 17cm
and 14cm x 19cm.
Thin Red card 
11cm x 16.3cm: KA015C.
Acrylic paint: Orange.
A fine paintbrush and a
large soft paintbrush.
Tracing paper and a 
fine black pen.
Blue carbon paper.
Polythene sheet or small
food bag.
Clean rags or fabric scraps.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
Masking tape.
Deckle edged scissors.
Glue stick and Plexi glue.
Card mount: SF01U Deep Red.

Carefully remove the 
masking tape from the tracing
paper and magazine. Place the
tracing face up over the smaller
piece of black paper. Slip the
blue carbon paper between the
tracing paper and the black
paper making sure it is inky
side down.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the reversed diagram below 
and keep in place with a little
masking tape to prevent any
movement whilst you are work-
ing. Trace over all the outlines
using the fine black pen.

Actual Size
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Tape the edges
of the papers to
keep them togeth-
er. Retrace over
the lines pressing
firmly so the ink
is transferred to
the black paper
beneath. Remove
the tracing and
carbon papers.

Place the black
paper on the cut-
ting mat and cut
out the design as
marked using a
sharp craft knife.
Put the cut design
aside for later.

Place the deep
red mulberry
paper over the diagram on the right, you will be
able to see the lines through the paper. Draw the
outermost shape onto the paper. Next place the
white mulberry over the diagram and draw the
orange shape onto it. Draw the peach shape onto
the peach paper and the yellow shape onto the
yellow paper. Cut out all four shapes.

The curve
on each shape
needs to be
frayed to give
it a soft feath-
ery edge, leave
the base edge
straight.
Lightly damp-
en round the
curved edge of
one piece then
gently pull bits away from the edge as shown.
Make sure any strands in the frayed edge are 
laying nicely and leave aside to dry. Repeat the
process with the remaining three pieces.

The white paper needs painting orange, to do
this the whole piece of mulberry paper needs to
be wet and then laid out on a piece of polythene,
a food bag or any polythene sheet will do. Take a
little acrylic paint, thin it with a little water and
using a large soft brush apply the paint from the
centre outward. This will help to ensure the
frayed edge stays neatly arranged. Leave to dry
completely and then peel the paper away from
the polythene starting with the straight edge.

Press each colour of the sunset with a warm
iron, the painted piece should be placed between
some clean rags or scraps of fabric to protect it
whilst ironing.

Use a glue stick for mulberry paper, runny
glues can soak in and may show through the
paper. Glue the deep red paper onto the red
piece of card, positioning the top frayed edge
close to the top and centrally side to side. Glue
the orange, peach and then yellow onto this
keeping them central to the deep red paper 
and with the lower edges aligned.

Place the silhouette onto the piece of red card
and check that they are exactly the same width
along the grassy area, the tree tops are not
important. If not, they will only be out by a mil-
limetre or two, trim whichever is larger to size.

With the silhouette still reversed (i.e. with the
inked side up) paint the surface with plexi glue
using a fine paintbrush. Turn the silhouette over
and place it onto the red card aligning the sides
and the lower edges and pressing firmly until it
is stuck.

Using the fine black pen draw as many birds
as desired onto the background card and the
mulberry paper sunset. 

Cut the edges of the remaining piece of black
paper using deckled scissors, after cutting it
should measure approx. 13cm x 18cm. Glue this
onto the card mount using the glue stick and
glue the finished design centrally onto this.

Actual Size



Flower Power
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By Connie Salmons

Materials Required:
A selection of garden flowers.
Various papers or fabrics to use as backgrounds.
A computer, scanner and printer.
Other decorative bits and pieces such as, 
peel off stickers, ribbon and raffia.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
A good selection of card mounts in various
colours.

To Make The Cards:
For some years I have made cards using a

wide variety of techniques, and have often sold
them for a cancer research charity or a mobile toy
library for children
with special needs.

Having bought my
first computer I ex-
plored the possibilities
of making cards using
clip art as well as scan-
ning pictures which I
had previously drawn
or painted. The use of
the computer speeds up
production greatly as
well as giving a more
professional finish.

Main Picture: I have used just a small scanned image mounted
onto linen gold card. The background pieces were placed behind
the flowers and scanned with them.

Left: Daisy scan copied three times with a gold
sprayed hessian strip behind to add texture to the
finished card.
Below Far Left: A scan of some fern leaves and red

flowers picked from
my own garden,
scanned on a cream
background.
Left Centre: The
pansies were scan-
ned and printed. I
then cut round the
edge of each flower
and mounted them
onto fabric.
Left: All the pieces
were placed onto
the scanner. I have
mounted the print-
ed image into a
birthday card.
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I began to scan small embroi-
dered pictures and found that
cross stitch is very effective, 
giving lovely results with a 
textured finish.

A few weeks ago I decided to
try scanning flowers straight from
the garden and then mounted the
images to make simple personal
cards. The combination of two of
my hobbies, gardening and card
making, makes this quite reward-
ing and the results are proving
popular.

At present I am only scan-
ning flat flowers, the sunflower
(below) being the deepest that
has been successful.

The stalk of the flower has 
to be cut off close to the head, I
place a piece of acetate on the
scanner to save the glass getting
covered with bits of plant. The
flower head is placed face down
onto this, with care several 
leaves or flowers can be placed 
in a group.

The background can be plain
white, simply place a piece of
white paper behind the flower.
You can use a wide variety of
paper and fabric to create
different backgrounds 

Above: A single daisy mounted onto shiny gold 
corrugated paper.
Left: The same daisy printed out three times and
scaled down to a smaller size. The background is 
fabric mounted into the card.
Below centre: More flowers from my garden scanned
with a cream background.
Below right: The Anemone was scanned with the
leaves and a plain white background which contrasts
with the dark mount.

Above: The background is 
completely cut away and the
sunflower mounted straight 
onto the card. I have threaded 
a gold ribbon along the edge 
of the card.
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and textures simply by placing them behind the plants.
Bear in mind that the petals of some flowers, especially
pale ones, may be affected by the colour of the back-
ground, this is not always a bad thing and can enhance
the finished design.

I am looking forward to trying out some leaves 
once they have their autumn colours, they often look
attractive and will make interesting designs.
Above: The same daisy again, copied several times in one picture, the 
card is threaded with raffia and gold ribbon.
Above Right: The fabric and plants were scanned together, I have
used gold pen to highlight the edge of the flower and lines on the
petals using gold pen.
Below Right: Three daisies cut out and stuck onto the card. The
long edge of the card has been cut using deckled scissors. 
Below: A single pansy cut out a stuck onto a piece of wide braid
chosen to tone with the mount.



Mini Motifs
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By Cynthia Bean
Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. These designs fit BK01U cards.

Flower Stitch Count: width 6 x depth 62.
Butterfly Stitch Count: width 6 x depth 51.
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DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

F   -  210      Lilac                     108             0802
G  -  552      Dk Mauve           101             0714
H  -  3743    Pale Grey            342             0801
     -  310      Black Outline      403            Black
     -  304      Dk Red Outline    47             0211
     -  986      Green Bkstitch    246             1406

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  310      Black                    403            Black
B   -  666      Bright Red             46             0209
C  -  3746    Purple                  110             0804
D  -  3607    Magenta                86             0708
E   -  917      Dk Magenta          89             0706
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By Pam Goodwin
The technique used to create these stripy

fish is a mixture of silk painting and batik.
Some specialist equipment is used but can be
substituted with more readily available items.

Materials Required:
Habotai 8 silk.
Silk frame and pins.
Clear or coloured gutta.
Silk paints and small paintbrushes.
Tjanting (this is a traditional Javanese tool 
for applying hot wax, you could use an old
paintbrush instead).
Batik pot (you can use a small saucepan for
melting the wax but just be careful it does 
not become too hot).
Batik wax or white candles.
An iron and some old newspapers.
Sewing machine and metallic silver thread.
Autofade pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP52U, Black.

To Make The Card:
Cut the silk to at least 5cm larger than the aper-

ture of the card. Stretch and pin the silk onto the
frame so that it is taut. Mark out the area (aperture
size plus 5cm) to be painted using gutta, this will 
not be visible on the finished design, it just stops 
the paint from flowing onto the frame.

Choose two or three colours to paint with and
paint narrow stripes on the fabric, these can be
straight or diagonal depending on the effect you
want to achieve. The colours may run slightly
and/or form water marks – don’t worry, this makes
for a more interesting fish. Allow to dry naturally 
or use a hair dryer to speed things up.
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Place the wax in the batik pot and heat 
slowly until it is melted. Using the tjanting or 
an old paintbrush apply hot wax to the silk 
over the traced lines to make the fish shape and
patterns within it. The wax lines will be wider
than the drawn ones and will tend to merge
together in places, this is normal.

Paint over the whole area inside the gutta
square with a dark colour that contrasts well
with the original colour which will be retained
wherever it was painted with wax. Allow the
work to dry.

Place the design between old newspapers 
and iron until all the wax is removed.

Stitch the lines in silver thread using the fish
outline and pattern on your design to guide you.
This cannot be exact as all fishes will come out
slightly differently depending on how the wax
was applied.

Place a piece of white paper behind the
design to keep the colours bright and mount 
the design into the card in the usual way.

Remove the painted silk from the frame and
place over the actual size diagram of the fish.
Trace the fish onto the silk using the autofade
pen then place the silk into the frame again.

Actual Size



Dee Boyes
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Designer Profile
I live with my husband

Tony and family of three cats
in the suburbs of Leeds. We
have a large sunny garden
with a greenhouse in which
we grow the flower seeds
needed for our craft.

Some of them are grown in pots to put out in
the garden, in case of heavy rain during the night
it is easy to put them back into the greenhouse to
be ready for pressing the following day. Making
the designs is very rewarding when you have
worked on all stages from planting the seeds and
looking after the plants to gathering and pressing
the flowers.

I never had the opportunity to go to art 
college, being a busy farmer’s wife, so I am self
taught. We have been going to Arts & Crafts fairs
for a number of years, exhibiting pictures, lamp
shades, trays, jewellery, cards etc. We became so
busy that Tony took over the task of exhibiting 
at fairs leaving me at home to work!

If you have tried to press flowers without 
success, do try again. Learning which flowers
keep their colour and press well is very much a
matter of trial and error.

Tips On Flower Pressing:
General:
Pick flowers around midday to avoid the 
morning and evening dew. 
Pick as soon as possible after the bud is fully
opened into a flower, before it loses any of it’s
intense colour.
Press as quickly as possible after picking and try
to keep the same type of flowers together in 
each section.
One last note, keep an eye out for insects, they
will spoil your flowers if pressed with them! 

Wild Flowers:
Wild flowers press well but should be picked
from your garden or grown from wild flower
seeds available from most seed companies.

Many of our native wild flowers are becoming
quite scarce and it is important to be aware of
this. Picking the flowers means the seeds don’t
get a chance to set and they become even more
scarce. There are laws in place to protect many 
of our wild plants so, please don’t pick flowers
growing wild unless you are certain there are no
restrictions on doing so.
Wild flowers which I have found to press well
include: Scarlet Pimpernel, Buttercup, Cow
Parsley, Tiny Wild Pansies (Heartsease), Heather,
Grasses and Silverweed Leaves.

Garden Flowers:
There are so many flowers which are suitable 
for pressing in this group that it would be impos-
sible to name them all, so here is a selection of
those I have found best: 
Pansies, Delphinium, Larkspur, Lobelia, Verbena
and Forget Me Not will keep the colours pink
and blue very well.
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Ladies Mantle has tiny, green, star like flowers,
press them in tiny sprigs – very useful for 
edging.
Fine leaved herbs can work very well and don’t
forget to try the delicate leaves of carrots!

Presses:
I use a press for sprays of Montbretia tips, sprigs
of Ladies Mantle, sprays of Heather, grasses 
and leaves.
Flowers I put into old books, don’t use valuable
books or those with shiny paper pages. The
heavier the book, the better.
Delicate wild flowers, Verbena, Forget Me Not,
etc. put between paper tissues.
Blotting paper is fine for Larkspur, Delphinium
and other thicker flowers.
Pile more heavy books onto your pressing books,
if you don’t have many books to use try builder’s
bricks or any fairly heavy weight items. Leave in
a warm place for 4-6 weeks, make sure they are
thoroughly dry before starting your designs.
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Greetings Cards:
For most designs especially those which are

formal, symmetrical or contain larger flowers, it
really helps to layout all the pieces first. Take a
plain clean piece of card, lay the opened out card
mount onto the card and draw the shape of the
aperture onto it.

Work the design onto this card moving the
pieces around until they look just perfect. Use
tweezers and a size 0 paintbrush to move and
place more delicate flowers. This will give you 
a good reference for placing and glueing the
design onto the mount.

Put a little glue into a saucer and using a
cocktail stick dab each flower in the centre with a
tiny amount of glue before placing it in position
on the card mount. Continue until the design is
finished. 

I enjoy painting and very often paint the
leaves and stems onto my cards. Good greens for
leaves are olive green 363 gouache and sap green
375 Rowney watercolour. Start by adding stems

to flowers where appropriate then add leaves 
to the stems. Add extra sprays of leaves last and
leave to dry overnight in a warm place away
from dust or steam.

Set the iron to 110ºC (wool) and switch on.
Cut a piece of Thermaseal to fit behind the 
aperture and place carefully over the design
smoothing it down with a tissue to remove any
air bubbles. Place the heat resistant foam over 
the work, place the pre-heated iron on top and

push down compressing
the foam. Keep the iron
stationary for approx. 2
minutes. If the area to be
pressed is larger than the
surface of the iron, move
the foam and iron along
and repeat until the whole
area has been pressed.

I hope this will inspire
you to start pressing.
Maybe I don’t go by the
book but the results are
pleasing.



The bookmark is stitched on 18 count
White Aida using 2 strands for the cross stitch
and 1 strand for the backstitch. Stitch count:
width 19 x depth 84.
Design fits a BK02G. A A A A
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Poppies
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By Joanne Sanderson

DMC                                           ANCHOR      MADEIRA

A  -  347      Pale Red                         1006                 0407
B   -  3328    Deep Pink                      1024                 0406
C  -  760      Medium Pink                1022                 0405
D  -  761      Pale Pink                        1021                 0404
E   -  310      Black                                 403                Black
F   -  3052    Soft Green                        860                 1513
G  -  3345    Dark Green                      268                 1504
H  -  3347    Yellow Green                   242                 1502
     -  3345    Dark Green Outlines      268                 1504
     -  310      Dark Red Outlines            47                 0512

The small design is stitched
on 14 count Aida and fits a
DE13U card. Stitch count: 
width 19 x depth 35.

The small design is part of
the larger design, use the lower
flower and the bud (reversed).

There are some other small
differences in the stems and bud,
the close 
up picture
above
shows the
differences
reasonably
clearly.



Wound Wool Cards
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By Sarah Keen
Over the years I have accumulated rather a 

lot of left over yarn. One day I decided to put it
to good use by winding it around card to make
wool pictures and found I rather liked the result. 

I find I now have to buy balls of random/tex-
tured yarn to add to my collection, giving me a
wide palette to choose from for my pictures. For
many of my designs I have taken ideas from
nature, others are completely abstract just relying
on the loveliness of the different colours and 
textures of the yarns.

Materials Required:
Wool oddments in different colours and textures.
Stiff card.
Sticky tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
A selection of coloured card mounts.

To Make The Cards:
First decide on a colour scheme, select wools

of different thicknesses and textures and with
toning or contrasting colours. Choose a card
mount which is a good colour match for this
selection of wool. 

Take a piece of stiff card and cut it to size, it
should be 1-2cm smaller than the card mount all

round. If you want to
make an even border
on the finished card
make it just slightly
narrower at the sides to
allow for the thickness
of the wound wool.
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I usually avoid
using wools which
vary in thickness 
for the base layer 
as they can leave
gaps where the card
shows through. Save
these to wind over
the top of plainer
wools which will
show through and
add interest and
depth.

For abstract cards
lay the wool out to
see which colour
order looks best and
begin by taping the end of the first colour close
to the top of the piece of stiff card. As you begin
winding bring the wool level with the top of the
card, wind round evenly leaving no gaps and
without overlapping. 

When you feel it’s time to change colours, cut
the wool so the end will be at the back (the same

side as you started) and fix in place with a piece
of tape. Start the new piece, taping at the back
and bringing the thread up to meet the previous
layer as you make the first turn. Continue in this
way until the whole card is covered.

Add textured, contrasting or metallic wools
over the top of the completed layer. Fasten on at
the back with a small piece of tape and wind just
a couple of turns of wool, wind these at an angle
to the first layer and to each other leaving plenty
of space between them. For a different effect try
winding a few strands around the length of the
card. I often do this and it is especially effective 
if worked in a metallic thread.

For scene cards it can help to include objects
which have a defined shape. Try crocheted circles
to make suns or moons. Another idea is to cut
birds or other shapes from felt or fabric.

Apply glue to the back of the the design, wait
for it to go slightly tacky then press onto the card
mount. Place under a heavy book until the glue
is completely dry.



Parchment Frame
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By Marian Perrett
This pretty border design can be used

to frame a precious photograph as I have
done here or you could combine it with
other craft work.

The frame is worked in two pieces
with the flowers layered over them. I
have chosen lily peel off stickers as they
complement the bride’s bouquet so beau-
tifully but any large flower would work
equally well.

Parchment Tools Required:
Semi square tool (it would be possible 
to use a single needle tool but it would 
be very much harder to achieve a good
result).
Twin needle tool.
Small embossing tool.
Parchment scissors.
Embossing pad.
Perforating pad.

Materials Required:
Parchment paper: 2 sheets A5.
Flower motif peel off stickers.
Mapping pen and White ink.
Pink and Green felt tipped pens.
Plastic beads and clear plastic threads.
Fine dried fern.
Masking tape and double sided tape.
Silicone glue.
Card mount: AP49U Pink.

To Make The Card:
The diagram is shown in two colours for 

clarity, the parchment paper is not coloured. The
blue area is worked onto one sheet of tracing
paper and the pink onto the other to make two
separate frames. Place one sheet of parchment
paper over the diagram and tape into place so it
cannot move whilst you are working.

Work within the blue area only, using the pen
and ink mark the tracing paper as follows. Make
tiny white dots to mark each semi-square pat-
tern, you only need to mark the outer points of
each triangle (black dots on the diagram) as the
semi-square tool will perforate the complete pat-
tern (shown right). Make larger white dots over
the large blue dots and trace over
the blue ‘V’ shaped lines. Once
you are certain you have marked
the complete blue pattern remove
the tracing from the diagram.

Place the second piece of tracing paper over
the diagram and tape into place. Work within 
the pink area only. Using the pen and ink mark
the pink pattern in the same way as you marked
the blue pattern. In addition mark tiny dots
along the red dotted oval line. Ignore the two
green dots, they are for use later.
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Place each traced design in turn, ink side
down, onto the embossing mat and emboss the
lines and large dots with the embossing tool. 

Place the blue design right side up on the 
perforating mat. Always turn the design and 
mat together as you work round the frame. 

Using the semi-square tool punch the tri-
angular design. Line up the three longer spikes
carefully on the dots
marked earlier. The tool
will punch the dots either
side of the embossed line
and around the embossed
dot all in one go so it will
need to be in just the right
place to ensure success.

Place the pink
design face up on 
the pricking mat and
punch the semi square
pattern. Perforate the
oval dotted line around
the inside of the design
using the twin needle
tool.

Keeping the design face up on the pricking
mat, snip the outer edge in the following way:
Turn the work and the mat so that the two holes
marked in green (on the frame tracing diagram)
are furthest away from you. Insert the points of
the scissors into these holes and snip. Move the
scissors along one hole and snip again, then
move along one more hole and snip again.

Turn the work and mat so that the
opposite side of the semi square you are
snipping is furthest away from you and
make three snips, moving along in the
same way as before.

Turn the work back so the next semi
square pattern is furthest away from 
you and make three snips, turn again to
make the next three. Repeat until you
have worked all the way round and the
background will fall away.

Actual Size
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Separate the centre from the frame by snip-
ping across the pairs of holes made around the
oval shape as shown.

When you have snipped all round the oval
the centre piece will fall out. Take extra care
when handling this frame ring as the patterns are
joined together by a very small area of paper.

With the card mount face up and opened out
run a very fine line of silicone glue around the
front of the aperture. Carefully place the frame
onto the card and press gently to stick. 

Now continue working on the blue frame,
placing it right side up on the perforating mat.
Separate the oval centre from the frame by 
snipping the sets of three holes on the inner edge
of each semi square pattern. Snip and turn as
described for the pink frame always keeping the
holes to be snipped furthest away from you.

Trim the background to approx. 12cm x 15cm
with the frame in the centre. Lay the card mount
face down and put double sided tape around the
aperture. Peel off the backing strips and holding
the frame face down position it centrally over the
aperture and press firmly to stick.

To Make The Flowers:
I have chosen peel off lilies to match the

bride’s bouquet but any large flower motifs will
do. Select the stickers you want to use and apply
them to the scraps of parchment left over.

Turn these face down and colour the parch-
ment behind the petals and leaves in the required
colours using felt pens. Colour one petal then
turn it over to check the colour before doing the
whole flower
as it will be
very much
paler on the
right side.
When colour-
ing outer
edges, always
colour approx.
3mm past the
edge of the
sticker line and
onto the back-
ground paper.

Either per-
forate all round
the edge of the
peel off then
carefully snip
away the
excess using
parchment
scissors or, cut
closely round
using straight
scissors or a
craft knife.

White shading is added by turning the 
finished flower face down onto the embossing
mat and making light strokes with the embossing
tool. Beware! Every stroke however light will
make a white mark on the front. Work slowly
and check the front of the motif regularly to see
the effect of the strokes you are making.

Arrange pieces of fern onto the card glueing
into place with silicone glue. Thread the beads
onto the plastic thread adding a dab of silicone
glue to space them along the length of the thread. 

Glue the flowers onto the design using deeper
blobs of glue beneath them to add depth.

Then simply add a suitable photograph or
other craft work to complete.
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By Maureen Summers

Materials Required:
Buckram fabric 4cm x 8cm.
Dark Blue mulberry paper 8cm x 12cm.
8cm Length of White cord.
Scraps of White corrugated card.
Fabric paints: Red, Green, Yellow, White.
Fine Black felt tipped pen.
Blue glitter glue pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U White.

To Make The Card:
To get a lovely soft edge when tearing the

mulberry paper, dampen the edge to be torn with
a small paintbrush first. Tear the mulberry paper
to a rough shape approximately 6cm x 10cm and
glue this centrally onto the front of the card.

Lay the buckram on the diagram of the sails,
you should be able to see the outlines through
the fabric. Draw the outlines directly onto the
fabric using a pencil and cut out the sails just
inside the pencil lines. Cut out matching hulls
from white corrugated card. The smallest is just
under two ribbles deep and 19mm long at the
points. The larger two are both two ribbles deep,
one is 22mm long and the other is 27mm.

Paint the sails
with white paint
and leave to dry.
Paint the tip of
each sail and the
corrugated hull
to match. I have
used red for the
smallest, then
green and finally
yellow for the
largest in the
foreground.
Draw the letters
and numbers
onto the sails in
black pen. I use

the person’s initials and their age on the leading
boat or sometimes put UR for the letters and then
the age. You can put any combination you like.

Glue the sails and hulls onto the card and
paint the birds on
using white paint. The
waves are applied
using glitter glue and
zig-zagging as you
squeeze the pen.

Tie a simple
crossover knot in the
cord and trim the
ends. Glue the knot
onto the card and
leave the design 
to dry thoroughly 
before putting it 
into an envelope.

Actual Size
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By Catherine
Stalker

These cut butterfly designs
are very versatile. You can
give the finished card a soft,
subtle look by using pastel
colours throughout or make 
a really vibrant card using
bright colours against a black
mount.

Materials Required:
Tissue or mulberry papers:
Purple 9cm x 13cm and scraps
of: Lilac, Off White and Light
Brown.
Masking tape.
Glitter glue.
Carbon paper.
Tracing paper and a sharp pencil.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: DF03U, Lavender.

To Make The Card:
Choose the shape you prefer and carefully

trace the design onto tracing paper using a sharp
pencil. Keep the tracing paper in place while you
work with a little masking tape.

Lay the card mount opened out and face
down on the work surface. Cut a piece of carbon

paper to fit one panel of the
card mount and place it inky
side down onto the centre panel.
Place the diagram over the 
carbon paper, making sure it is
central tape it into place so it
does not move whilst you work.

Retrace over the lines 
pressing gently so the ink from
the carbon paper marks the card
mount. When you have retraced
over all the lines, remove the
tracing and carbon paper from
the card.

Place the card onto a cutting
mat or a thick bed of old news-
papers to protect your work 
surface.

Cut along the traced lines,
this will remove small areas of
card leaving veins which give 

Actual Size
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the butterfly structure. If you want to make
more than one card, keep the tracing as you
should be able to re-use it a couple of times.

Place the purple mulberry sheet onto the
diagram in the magazine. You will be able
to see the shape of the butterfly through the
thin paper and simply build up the pattern
onto this.

Glue the pieces on as you go but just
take the design off the magazine to do this
or the glue may go through and stick it to
the page. You could always photocopy the
page to work onto if you prefer.

When adding patterns to the butterfly,
tear the paper wherever possible, this will
make the patterns blend together more nat-
urally than a cut line will allow. Add detail
with glitter glue or use glitter sprinkled
over patches or lines of glue.

If you intend to make a pattern from
scraps then keeping the pattern symmetrical
is advisable. Fold the flap closed behind 
the cut out butterfly and lightly trace the
shape of the butterfly through onto the flap
behind. Unfold the card and work onto the
marked panel.

The butterfly in black is made in the
same way and is backed with a sheet of
bright variegated paper. You could use
colourful fabric scraps, so have a look
through your oddments box and see what
you can find.

You don’t have to
stick to mulberry or tis-
sue paper, you can use
all sorts of colourful
scraps to make the pat-
terns on the butterflies
wings. For instance, 
the brown spots on 
my purple butterfly 
are made from brown
Kraft paper. 

The butterfly on the
green card has been
made using scraper
paper. This looks just
like a sheet of black
paper to start with but
as you scrape away 
the surface it reveals a
rainbow background.

Actual Size
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in all your comments on any craft related subject
and of course on the magazine as we always enjoy
reading them. Please try to include a sample or
photo so they can be included in the magazine.

Ullapool, Ross-shire, IV26

Dear Craft Creations,

Thanks for your excellent magazine, it really is the best card 
creation magazine on the market. It just gets better and better
with each issue.

Barbara E. Wilson.
Thank you!

Shepperton, Middlesex, TW17

Dear All at Craft Creations,

My three year old daughter Michelle loves making
her own cards and I include this card as her entry
to the ‘children’s card’ competition. I have not
bought a birthday or Christmas card in the last
eighteen months.

Kerstin Cresswell.

Dear Michelle,

Although your
card was not
amongst the
winners we
thought it was really lovely
and have printed it here for everyone to see. We
hope to see more entries from you in future 
competitions - good luck!

Bishopton, Renfrewshire, PA7

Dear Jenny and Paul,

I run the Bishopton Art Group and have done for
about seventeen years. Twice a year I organise an
Art & Craft fair in our local community centre.
Both my husband and I paint and are also very
interested in crafts. My husband makes dolls
house furniture and I make the bedding for some
of the furniture as well as miniature fruits, cakes
etc. in coloured Fimo.

I love creating cards and work in all mediums
including silk painting, quilling, encaustic wax and
découpage. I also like to use silk flowers, lace,
sequins and beads, in fact anything that takes 
my fancy or is at hand. Rubber stamps and the
peel off sticker greetings are always useful.

I look forward to each magazine, it’s great to see
what other people do and I like trying out each 
editions ‘special project’. I retired ten years ago
and people often ask how I pass my time. I’m 
afraid that time passes me - much too fast for 
all the things I would like to do.

My best wishes to all at Craft Creations,

Rosalind Stewart.

Sleaford, Lincolnshire, NG34

Dear Jane,

I write to say how much I enjoy each issue of the magazine, so
many ideas - I can’t cope!!

My husband complains my hobby spreads throughout the house -
True I’m afraid. I also don’t know where I would be without off-cuts,
double sided tape and sticky fixers.

I note from your editorial (in the last issue) that you are going on
holiday to a ‘holiday village’ with your parents and family. Well two
of our children took us to Center Parcs after Christmas - our pre-
sent. We had a lovely time, I have never felt so ‘stress free’ and I’m
67. My husband is 68 and still a bit under the weather after
a heart attack but we coped well - Enjoy it!

Jane Scarborough.

Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP13

Dear Craft Creations,

I thought you might like to see my efforts to celebrate our Golden
Wedding on the 3rd of March this year. It shows our five moves
since we married in 1951 and all are within Wickham Market.

The design illustrates our inter-
ests in each abode - gardening,
farming, livestock and poultry,
flowers and vegetables and now
a small garden and quilling.

I find quilling most enjoyable
and since arthritis curtails
many other activities I give
thanks to this wonderful
hobby which fills my days.
Thanks as well for the maga-
zine, it plays a big part.

Best wishes,

Joan Hammond.



The 2mm beads are stitched onto 14 count
White Aida using 1 strand of white thread and
half cross stitch. This design fits an AP12U card.
Bead Count: width 19 x depth 37.
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Beaded Clown
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By Anne Irwin

BEAD COLOUR GUIDE

A  -        Bright Red       Solid Colour
B   -        Deep Red         Glossy Translucent
C  -        White               Solid Glossy Colour
D  -        Lime Green     Matt Translucent
E   -        Yellow              Solid Glossy Colour
F   -        Blue                  Matt Translucent
G  -        Pearl                 Glossy Translucent
H  -        Black                 Solid Colour

Note that the top bead on each hand is
stitched on ‘out of line’ with the fabric squares 
to off-set them from the adjoining beads. These
beads are shown out of line on the chart.



Border Découpage
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By Jill Fawley
We have designed these découpage

sheets to be used in a different way to
usual. The background is left flat with
just the border design made in 3D and
overlaid onto the picture.

Of course there is no reason why
you could not 3D découpage the back-
ground picture and use it with or 
without the border design. The border
design could even be used in a small
card on its own.

Each découpage sheet is printed
with: two large pictures, four large size
border designs and four border designs
in a slightly smaller size. This means
you could complete two cards from
one sheet using the method described
here. One with a large border motif
and one slightly smaller, the article
shows the larger motif in each case.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or Silicone adhesive.
3D Découpage paper: DC161 to DC164.
Card mount: AP02G.

To Make The Cards:
Mount one full background

picture into the aperture and
glue the front of the card closed.

It is best to fully complete
the corner motif before position-
ing it onto the front of the card
using sticky fixers. This avoids
wasting the whole card should
something go wrong.

Use the photo as a guide to
positioning the motif onto the
border.

We feel sure that you will
enjoy making these attractive
new designs.

White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and blue lines
show glue. Cut out the
parts shown and sticky fix
into place. 

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the lower two pop-
pies. Carefully fold the
lower poppy between the
two petals, run a line of
glue along the fold and
sticky fix into place by the
petals. Sticky fix the other
two flowers into place.

Cut out the flower parts
shown. Cut the top flower
where shown, sticky fix into
place and glue in 2 places
shown. Cut the lower
flower between the petals
as shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue in 2 places
as shown.
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White gaps on the diagram
show cuts. Cut out the parts
shown. Cut between the
petals as shown.  Sticky fix
into place and bend all the
petals slightly to add depth. 

Cut out the parts shown.
Cut between all the petals
as shown. Sticky fix into
place by the flower centres
only and bend all the petals
slightly to add depth.

Cut out flower shown. Cut
between the petals and
sticky fix into place by the
centre only. Bend petals as
before.

White gaps on the diagram
show cuts and red lines
show glue. Cut out the
leaves and acorns as shown
and sticky fix into place. 

Cut out the 3 leaves and
acorns as shown. Cut
between the two leaves as
shown and bend the lower
leaf down before sticky 
fixing into place.

Cut out the acorns and leaf
parts shown. Sticky fix the
acorns into place and glue
the attached leaf part where
shown. Glue the thumbnail
leaf part by the very edge
without using a sticky fixer
and gently lift the curved
edge once dry.

Cut out the holly leaves
and berries as shown above
and sticky fix into place. 

Cut out the holly leaves
and berries as shown above
and sticky fix into place. 

Cut out the berries as
shown above and sticky 
fix into place. 
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Above: 
Stephanie Cox,
Hampshire.
A red and green pressed
leaf bract mounted onto
beautiful hand made
paper.
Right: 
Pat Yeo, Somerset.
A bright and colourful
parrot motif cut from a
piece of fabric. Mounted
onto the card using 
sticky fixers with a peel
off sticker to finish.

Above: Shirley Carlyon, Cornwall.
Rubber stamped rose worked on parchment
which has been lightly embossed and coloured
before trimming and mounting onto a paper
background.

Above: 
S. Marmion,
Oxfordshire.
Silk painted
background
with over-
stitched hills.
The fore-
ground bushes
are stitched
onto soluble
fabric.

Centre: 
Mary Thrustle,
East Yorkshire.
Patchwork motifs decorated with lace
and a peel off sticker.

Below Right: 
Angela Greenwood, Buckinghamshire.
Encaustic wax sea, fishes cut from spare
encaustic painting and mounted with
sticky fixers.

Above: C. Elkins, Nottinghamshire.
Rubber stamped teddy and words. Teddy’s heart
has been cut away and backed with pink paper.

Above: Anne Taylor, Nottinghamshire.
Cross stitched bumble bees on stitched
honeycomb.
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Below: Margaret Griffiths, North Yorks. 
Encaustic wax design worked onto foil, then

trimmed and mounted
onto a bookmark.
Below Centre: 
J. Lindsay, Manchester. 
A Torn music back-
ground with some pipe
cleaner quavers.

Right: Gillian Strudwick, Leeds. 
Lovely bright clown worked in 3D découpage
and decorated with sequins.
Below: Su Ward, Buckinghamshire. 
The background is wrapping paper with a 
corrugated heart which has been trimmed with
fancy ribbon.

Above Right: 
Sylvie Brown, Kent. 
A cute cross Stitch Bear design.

Centre: Wendy
Chrichley, London. 
Hand painted back-
ground mounted
into an aperture and
decorated with peel
off stickers.

Above right: Meg
Shelley, Warwicks.
Lace motif which I
have highlighted
using red thread 
and mounted onto a
padded background.

Right: Rachel Wallis,
North Lincs. Traced
design on a rainbow
parchment embossed
and coloured. The
card is decorated
with bees and a
wooden ladybird.
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Above:
Helga Dharmpaul, Ross-shire.
The bird silhouette is cut from black
paper. The water and rushes are drawn
onto the card.
Right: Caroline Mellanby, Yorkshire.
These cute penguins have been made 
from fimo, the icy background is encaustic
wax art.
Centre: Lynda Brind, Cumbria.
The card is covered with check fabric and tones well
with the pig which is made from stone effect fimo.

Right: 
J. Burns, Kent. 
The giraffe
sticker was used
for another card
leaving these
background
pieces. I have
stuck them onto
scraper paper
and scraped
away the sur-
face to show 
the rainbow
colours.
Below: Wendy Allcock, Manchester.
The design is worked by laying coloured
string onto sticky paper and winding it round
to form the shapes. I have used peel off 
borders and greeting to complete the design.

Above: Brenda
Nickson, London. 
All the individual
pieces making up this
design have been care-
fully put together to
create a card with an
Eastern look.
Right: Roseanna Guest,
East Sussex. 
A happy lion worked
in 3D découpage using
prints off the computer.
Below: Mamie Johnston, Edinburgh.
A beautiful wildlife scene découpaged over 
six layers using silicone adhesive. It has been
varnished and a little glitter added giving the
water an extra sparkle.
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Left: 
M. Van-Beelen, Netherlands.
This design is a mixture of small,
ready made items put together to
make a three dimensional card.
Right: 
Ellen Trevellion, Kent.
The card features a rubber stamped
cat peeking out of a dustbin. The
black frame and holographic bor-
ders make a striking contrast.
Below Right: 
Diana Gillings, Norfolk. Small
paper punched elephants follow the
larger one which is cut from silver
grey paper with added details.
Again the contrast between black,
silver and white works really well.
Centre: Mrs E. Evans, Cardiff.
The snake is cut from a circle of
card and pulls out from the head in
the centre. The fabric paint pattern
is really neat and very effective.Below: S. Young, South Yorkshire. Two rubber

stamped feline friends lazing
amongst the paper daisies.

Below: Peggy Pickering,
Middlesex. The print is made
from my original watercolour
design with cat paw prints rub-
ber stamped on the card mount
to make a border design.

Below: 
Mel Burns, Cornwall. 
Fimo cat parachuting down 
to wish someone a quick
Happy Birthday.

Below: Sue Tarbet, East Sussex. 
I have made the elephant from felt stuck onto a flattened
cardboard tube, this leaves a gap in which to place a
small gift such as a lollipop or balloon.
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